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Abstract. Reconfigurable antennas allow to meet the increasing demands of modern RF communication systems
for reconfiguration capabilities, such as beam-steering,
multi-band operation, polarization flexibility or frequency
agility. Active reflectarrays may represent a valuable solution to satisfy the above tasks. This paper reviews several
experimental implementations of reconfigurable reflectarray designs developed in recent years. The paper describes
the approaches adopted in the realization of active reflectarray designs, mainly focusing on their bandwidth performances. Future challenges in the design of wideband
reconfigurable reflectarrays are also outlined.
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1. Introduction
Nowadays, reconfigurable antennas are employed in
several modern radio frequency (RF) systems demanding
for multi-functionality, adaptability and versatility.
An increasing number of wireless and sensing applications,
including radars, point-to-point terrestrial links and satellite
communications, require one or more reconfiguration capabilities, such as beam steering/reshaping, frequency
and/or polarization agility, as well as multi-band operation.
Several communication systems, starting from the
well-established radar systems up to the next-generation
5G communication networks, require phased array antennas or mechanical moved reflectors as transmission/reception modules able to dynamically reconfigure their radiation features. Phased arrays integrate the actual radiating
structure, consisting of an array of elementary antennas,
with a beam-former module composed by phase shifters,
active power amplifiers, and switches [1]. These additional
devices provide electronic flexibility in the array excitation, thus offering the capabilities to dynamically steer/reconfigure the beam pattern. Conversely, traditional reflectors require mechanical scanning systems or more sophisticated feeding systems to realize the adaptive beam-steering/shaping functions.
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An appealing alternative to traditional phased arrays
and reflector antennas is offered by reconfigurable reflectarrays. They consist of an array of microstrip radiators
illuminated by a feed antenna [2]. Each reflectarray element is designed to compensate for the phase delay in the
path coming from the feed, while introducing, at the same
time, a phase contribution to give prescribed radar beam
directions and/or shapes. Reconfigurable reflectarrays are
usually implemented by integrating each passive unit cell
with tunable discrete components or materials able to actively tune the reflection phase, such as pin/varactor diodes, Micro Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS), liquid
crystal (LC) or graphene-based substrates [2–4].
Several papers, recently appeared in the literature,
show the effectiveness of reflectarrays in satisfying the
increasing demands of modern RF communication systems
for reconfiguration capabilities [3]. As a matter of fact,
active reflectarrays offer several advantages over conventional phased arrays, such as reduced costs and volume,
simpler architectures, and increased efficiencies due to
spatial feeding mechanism. Furthermore, reflectarrays offer
significant benefits over traditional reflector antennas. In
fact, the combined use of the spatial feeding approach with
the microstrip technology leads to high-efficiency antennas
with low profiles and reduced mass.
Despite all the above mentioned benefits, reflectarrays are usually characterized by narrow operating bandwidths, caused by the intrinsic narrow-band of microstrip
radiators and the differential spatial phase delays from the
feed to the reflecting elements [2], [5]. Many solutions
have been presented in literature [2] to enhance the operating band of passive reflectarrays. Improved bandwidths
up to 19% are demonstrated in several designs [2], [6–12].
Conversely, the development of new strategies able to
improve the bandwidth of active unit cells is an ongoing
challenge in the reflectarray antenna design. As a matter of
the fact, most existing active configurations are characterized by few percent bandwidths [2–4].
This paper reports an overview of the main
approaches used to design reconfigurable reflectarray
antennas, focusing on their bandwidth performances and
pointing out the enhancements offered by some specific
reflectarray topologies. Furthermore, the paper discusses
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future challenges in the design of wideband reconfigurable
reflectarray.
The paper is organized as follows. Reflectarrays
bandwidth limitations are discussed in Sec. 2, by exploring
several solutions implemented for the passive case. Section 3 shows a detailed overview of various reconfigurable
reflectarray configurations. The bandwidth performances
of some active reflectarray designs are discussed in Sec. 4.
Finally, Section 5 describes a promising dual layer varactor
driven unit cell, able to offer improved bandwidth performances with respect to the existing varactor-based reflectarray configurations [2–4].

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. Reflectarray geometry and the differential spatial
phase delay: (a) 3D view; (b) side view.

2. Reflectarray Bandwidth Limitation
and Available Solutions
Reflectarrays combine the best features of microstrip
technology with those related to parabolic reflectors. As
a matter of the fact, reflectarrays are low profile antennas,
characterized by a very cheap fabrication process, also
offering higher efficiencies due to the spatial feeding
approach (Fig. 1). As counterpart to the above benefits,
reflectarrays usually operate over small frequency bands,
mainly due to the frequency dependence of the spatial
phase delay in the paths from feed to each array element
and to the limited bandwidth of microstrip radiators [5].
The first effect is dominant for reflectarrays with large
aperture sizes D and small focal distances F from the feed
(Fig. 1), resulting in reduced F/D ratios (typically
F/D  0.6). Conversely, in the case of reflectarrays with
moderate aperture dimension and F/D ratio greater than
0.6, the dominant factor limiting reflectarray bandwidth is
the unit cell operating band [2].
The first limiting factor, the differential spatial phase
delay, can be explained by referring to Fig. 1(b), where an
axial-fed reflectarray is depicted, having a focal distance F.
The feed produces a spherical wave impinging on the reflectarray aperture. Considering the paths difference
ΔR(x,y) between the focal distance F and each ray departing from the feed up to the generic (x,y)-element, a differential phase delay is produced on each array position:
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where c0 is the light velocity in vacuum and f is the operating frequency. Each reflectarray element must be designed in order to compensate for the phase delay (1) and
to steer the main beam along a desired direction or to
properly shape the antenna radiation pattern, at a given
central frequency f0 [2].
For simplicity, the case of a broadside pencil-beam
reflectarray is considered, for which the compensating phase

introduced by each array element at f0 must be equal to:
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The above phase compensation guarantees the fulfillment of the imposed reflectarray design constraints only
at the central frequency f0, thus introducing a frequency
excursion error in the reradiated phase front, that is so
much larger the more the working frequency shifts from f0:
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There are several methods to reduce the above excursion error Фerr(x,y.f). The one is to design reflectarrays with
a larger F/D ratios and hence to minimize the path difference ΔR(x,y) [2], [5]. The second method is to use true time
delay lines in order to compensate for the real phase delay
in a range of several 360° cycles [2]. This approach can be
implemented using stubs with a length of several wavelengths, as demonstrated in [13]. The inconvenience of this
approach is that more room is required for the delay lines
allocation. Another method to increase the bandwidth of
large reflectarrays is to use a concavely curved reflector
with piecewise flat surfaces approximating the parabolic
surface [2], [14], thus introducing a geometric compensation of feed-elements paths delays.
Conversely, in the case of moderate size reflectarrays,
the dominant factor limiting the reflectarrays bandwidth is
the frequency band of the single radiating element [2], [5].
As a consequence of this, the design of wideband reflectarray unit cells is the first task to be satisfied to enhance the
overall reflectarrays bandwidth. A wideband operation
mode can be obtained only if the adopted unit cells are able
to exactly compensate for the phase delay (1) in a rather
wide neighborhood of f0. To this end, the reflection phase
curves of each reflectarray element must be smooth and
almost parallel in a broad range around the central operating frequency f0 [2].
Many solutions have been proposed to improve the
bandwidth performances of passive reflectarray elements
(Fig. 2). They are usually based on the use of multi resonant
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3.1 Beam-Scanning Reflectarray Approaches

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 2. Broadband passive reflectarray configurations:
(a) multi-resonant concentric loops of variable size [6];
(b) variable size stacked patches [7], [8]; (c) aperturecoupled patch with lines and slots of variable length
[9]; (d) closely spaced microstrip radiators [10]-[12].

elements, such as the concentric microstrip loops [6]
(Fig. 2(a)) and the dual or three-layer stacked patches
(Fig. 2(b)), respectively proposed in [7], [8]; the adoption
of the aperture coupled configuration [9] (Fig. 2(c)), or the
use of closely spaced radiators [10–12], [15] (Fig. 2(d)).
Improved bandwidths ranging from 8% up to 19% are
demonstrated in the above passive designs.
A quite complete overview of all existing wideband
reflectarray configurations is presented in [2], including the
use of thicker substrates with low permittivity.

3. Overview on Beam-Scanning and
Multi-Functional Active Reflectarray Configurations
The benefits offered by microstrip reflectarrays make
this type of antennas very attractive also for applications
requiring beam-scanning capabilities or pattern reshaping
features, comprising the next-generation 5G communication systems [16]. Several reconfigurable reflectarray unit
cells have been investigated in literature [2–4], even if only
some of them have been experimentally validated. Different approaches are available for realizing the dynamic
phase tuning mechanism of reflectarray elements, which
differ significantly in terms of maturity and complexity [3].
Recently, some active reflectarray cells have also
been developed to simultaneously achieve one or more
reconfiguration capabilities, such as beam-scanning, multiband operation, frequency and/or polarization agility [3].
A detailed but not exhaustive overview of various reconfigurable reflectarray configurations is discussed in the
following subsections. First, the available design approaches for realizing beam-scanning reflectarrays are
illustrated, and then some unit cell configurations able to
meet the multi-functionality demands of modern RF applications are discussed.

Several active phase tuning approaches have been
proposed in the last two decades for beam-steering reflectarrays. They may be classified into the following groups
(Fig. 3): the mechanically based approach and the electronic phase tuning approach. Both approaches are based
on the idea to control the unit cells phase response by
changing the features of the embedded resonators. In the
first approach the elements orientation/position is changed
by means of a mechanical actuation; while in the last approach an electronically-driven phase tuning mechanism is
implemented, incorporating one or more variable lumped
elements into the resonator or via the distributed control of
tunable dielectric materials. A brief overview of some
implemented active reflectarray cells, based on the abovementioned approaches, is reported in the following.
The mechanical approach (Fig. 3(a)) has been
adopted in [17], [18], where miniature motors are employed to reconfigure the elements rotation [17] or the
displacement of a dielectric rod under each radiator [18].
Furthermore, micro-electrical mechanical systems actuation technology is suggested in [19] to vary the height of
the patches over the ground plane. The above architectures
are proposed to actively reshape/scan the beam pattern.
However, they suffer some limitations due to mechanical
motion, such as slow reconfiguration speed and low reliability.
More recently, many other reflectarray configurations
have been proposed, which are based on the use of electronically tunable microstrip elements integrated with
electronic devices, such as PIN diodes, MEMs, and varactor diodes (Fig. 3(b)). The electronic approach offers faster
reconfiguration speed, higher reliability, low or moderate
power consumption.
Active reflectarrays based on the use of PIN-diode
switches are proposed in [20–22]: a microstrip reflecting
element with a single-bit phase shifter is adopted in [20] to
design a large electronically reconfigurable reflectarray
antenna for millimeter-wave imaging systems, operating in
the 60-GHz band; a 36.5 GHz spiraphase-type reflectarray,
based on reactively loaded ring slot resonators with
switchable radial stubs, is discussed in [21], [22].
Several MEMs-based reflectarrays have been presented in literature [23–26], exploiting MEMs devices
capabilities in providing both discrete as well as continuous phase control. MEMs-based reflectarray cell composed
by two pseudo-rings loaded with variable digital series
MEMs capacitors is fabricated and tested in [23], offering
a digitally reconfigurable 360°-phase range at 12 GHz.
A microstrip patch loaded by a slot in the ground plane,
opportunely integrated with RF MEMs switches, is proposed in [24] to operate at 2 GHz. A 26.5 GHz beam
switching reflectarray, monolithically integrated with RFMEMS switches, is tested in [25]. An X-band gathered
reflectarray element, having ohmic MEMS switches onto
to the phasing line, is characterized and validated in [26].
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(a)

cell composed by three parallel microstrip dipoles, situated
over a tunable LC-substrate, is proposed to operate at
35 GHz [38] and within the F-band [39]. A reconfigurable
folded reflectarray antenna based upon LC technology is
designed at 78 GHz in [40]. The performances of an Xband reconfigurable element based on BST thick-film
ceramic are discussed in [41]. A tunable graphene-based
reflective cell operating within the THz frequencies range
is proposed in [42].

3.2 Multi-Functional Reconfigurable
Reflectarray Cells
(b)

(c)
Fig. 3. Reconfigurable phase tuning approaches: (a) mechanical approach example [2]; (b) electronic phase tuning
approach example based on the use of lumped electronic devices [33]; (c) electronic phase tuning approach example based on the use of tunable dielectric
materials [37].

Several varactor-tuned reflectarray elements are
proposed in [27–35], offering a continuous phase tuning
range that allows a fine control of radiation pattern
features.
A 12 GHz microstrip dipole centrally loaded with
a varactor diode is proposed in [27]. A rectangular patch
loaded with a shunt connected varactor diode is discussed
in [28]. A 5.8 GHz unit cell composed by two halves of
a rectangular patch, connected through two surface
mounted varactors, is adopted in [29] to design a 70-elements reflectarray with beam-forming capabilities. A stubtuned reflectarray cell loaded by two varactors is demonstrated within the C-band, showing beam-steering capabilities up to 40° from broadside [30]. A 5.4 GHz unit cell
consisting of a double square ring loaded with three pairs
of varactor diodes is presented in [31]. Aperture-coupled
patches electronically driven by a single varactor diode are
designed and tested in [32–35] (Fig. 3(b)). The above aperture-coupled cells are adopted for designing two X-band
reflectarrays exhibiting beam switching capabilities up to
25° [33] and 45° [34], respectively.
Finally, a promising approach for designing reflectarrays within the millimeter-waves and terahertz frequency
ranges is based on the use of innovative tunable dielectric
substrates (Fig. 3(c)), such as Liquid Crystal (LC), BariumStrontium-Titanate (BST) thick-film ceramic and graphene.
A 35 GHz tunable LC-reflectarray has been designed for
the first time in [36]. Similar reflectarray designs are presented in [37], where two LC-based unit cells are designed
to operate, respectively, at 102 GHz and 130 GHz. A unit

Recently, the effectiveness of reflectarrays in achieving one or more reconfiguration capabilities is demonstrated in literature [3]. Some reflectarray cells have been
properly designed to simultaneously implement the beamscanning function with other additional reconfiguration
capabilities, such as multi-band operation, polarization
and/or frequency agility.
A first proof-of-concept of multiband beam-steering
reflectarray is reported in [43], which describes a dualband cell (24.4 GHz / 35.5 GHz) implementing the element
rotation technique through the use of MEMS switches.
A circularly-polarized reflectarray cell, based on the use of
two loaded microstrip split-rings integrated with RF
MEMs, is adopted to design and fabricate a reflectarray
exhibiting beam switching up to 35° and 24° in K and
Ka bands, respectively.
A combination of surface-mounted PIN and varactor
diodes is proposed in [44] to design a reflecting cell able to
offer the dynamic and independent control of the reflection
phase of two perpendicular linearly polarized waves. The
concept is experimentally demonstrated on a unit cell
operating at 8 GHz.
A reflectarray cell based on the use of a varactor and
a couple of PIN diodes is presented in [45] to actively tune
the reflection phase over a 50% frequency range, from
1.88 GHz up to 3.07 GHz, so offering a quite good degree
of frequency agility.

4. Bandwidth Performances of Beam
Scanning Reflectarrays
The reconfigurable reflectarray designs described in
the above sections are usually characterized by few percent
bandwidths. For this reason, further efforts are needed in
the development of broadband active reflectarray radiators.
Wideband reconfigurable antennas, in fact, are essential to
support the high throughput required by modern applications, like future 5G communication networks [16].
Table 1 shows a quick comparison among the bandwidth performances offered by some implemented active
reflectarray cells. In particular, Table 1 reports the phase
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Cell configuration
description
Rectangular patch
loaded with a PIN
diode [20]
Single layer
rectangular patch
loaded with a
varactor diode [28]
Two halves
of a rectangular patch
serially connected by
two surface-mounted
varactor diodes [29]
Stub-tuned cell
loaded by two
varactors [30]
Double square ring
loaded with three
pairs of varactors [31]
Aperture-coupled
patch [33] (varactor
loaded linear line)
Aperture-coupled
patch [35] (varactor
loaded radial line)
Three parallel
microstrip dipoles
over a tunable
LC-substrate [39]

5

# of active lumped
elements
Phase curve
Frequency
integrated to each
bandwidth
unit cell
1

60 GHz

0.75%

1

5 GHz

0.6 %

2

5.5 GHz

1.3 %

2

5.4 GHz

2.2 %

6

5.4 GHz

2.4 %

1

11.25 GHz

1.2 %

1

10 GHz

3%

-

35 GHz

7%

Tab. 1. Phase curve bandwidth of different reconfigurable
reflectarray cells.

curve bandwidth (BW) of each configuration, usually
computed as the frequency range over which the phase
reflected by the cell remained within 22.5° of the center
of the tuning range [29], [30]. As discussed in the following, the frequency performances of some configurations,
among those cited in Tab. 1, are also evaluated in terms of
gain bandwidth.
At a first look, we can observe very narrow bandwidth values ranging from 0.6% up to 3%, for the unit cells
integrating variable lumped elements (Tab. 1), while
an improved 7% BW is achieved for a LC-based cell.
In particular, a 0.75%-bandwidth is obtained in the
case of the PIN-based configuration proposed in [24].
A very small BW equal to 0.6% is achieved in the
case of the single layer rectangular patch shunt connected
with a varactor diode [28]. This bandwidth value is consistent with a microstrip patch printed on the same substrate having a thickness t = 0.762 mm, equal to about
0/79 at the operating frequency f0.
A greater BW-value, equal to 1.3%, is achieved for
the single layer cell composed by two halves of a rectangular patch serially connected by two surface-mounted
varactors [29]. The above bandwidth improvement is substantially due to the use of a thicker substrate that is equal
to about 0/36 at 5.5 GHz [2].

A stub-tuned reflectarray cell loaded by two varactors
is properly designed in [30] achieving a 2.2% phase bandwidth, at 5.4 GHz, and a 3dB-gain bandwidth equal to
3.6%. This configuration allows to achieve improved BWvalues, taking advantages of the aperture coupled stacked
structure. In fact, by properly exploiting the features of the
different substrates composing the unit cell, namely the
radiating element and the phase tuning line substrates, one
can improve the antenna bandwidth leaving unchanged the
phase tuning range offered by the cell. To this end, a very
thick 3-mm ( 0/19) Rohacell 71 foam layer is adopted in
[30] as a patch substrate.
A similar aperture coupled configuration is adopted
by the authors in [33], [35] to design two reflectarray unit
cells driven by a single varactor diode. In these designs, the
integration of a single diode per cell allows to reduce both
the costs as well as the complexity of the electronic controlling board. As the aim of the first design [33] was
simply to demonstrate the validity of the proposed phase
tuning approach, the unit cell was not optimized in terms of
bandwidth, which stands to a value of about 1.2% at
11.25 GHz. Conversely, the unit cell proposed in [35] is
properly designed to offer improved frequency performances. The novelty of this cell, with respect to that presented in [32], lies in the phasing line geometry that is
properly modified in order to act as a wide-band phaseshifter. To this end, a couple of wideband radial stubs is
adopted achieving an instantaneous bandwidth of about 3%
at 10 GHz, and a 1dB-gain bandwidth equal to 6% [35].
Finally, by adopting the well-known approach based
on the use of multi resonant elements [6], a 2.5% bandwidth is achieved in [30] for a 5.4 GHz single layer cell
based on the use of double square ring loaded with three
pairs of varactor diodes. A similar approach is adopted in
[38] to design a 35-GHz unit cell composed by three parallel microstrip dipoles, situated over a tunable LC-substrate, offering an extended 7%-bandwidth with respect to
the existing LC-based reflectarrays [2].
The above designs show how the adoption of the traditional approaches, employed in passive broadband reflectarrays designs (see Sec. 2), allows to slightly improve
the bandwidth of reconfigurable reflectarrays (up to 3%, in
the case of the electronic approach based on the use of
variable lumped elements, and up to 7%, for the tunable
dielectric materials distributed control approach – Tab. 1).
However, it is evident that at present only a few studies
have focused their attention on the development of broadband active reflectarray cells. Further efforts are needed in
order to improve the frequency performances of this type
of antenna. Multi resonant active designs, for example,
could be further explored to get better performances in
terms of bandwidth. At this purpose, a dual stacked resonators loaded by a single varactor diode is demonstrated in
the next section, offering improved bandwidth performances with respect to the existing varactor-based reflectarray cells (Tab. 1).
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5. Future Challenges in the Design of
Wideband Reconfigurable
Reflectarrays
A novel reconfigurable reflectarray cell is proposed in
this paper to overcome the intrinsic bandwidth limitations
of reflectarrays. It consists of two stacked fixed size
patches loaded by a single varactor diode. The proposed
phase tuning mechanism allows to combine unit cell beamscanning and/or reshaping pattern capabilities with frequency reconfigurability features. Furthermore, the use of
a stacked structure [7] allows to improve the instantaneous
bandwidth of the antenna.
The proposed active unit cell is illustrated in Fig. 4.
Two fixed size patches (Fig. 4(b)) are printed onto different stacked substrate layers, opportunely spaced each other
with an air gap (Fig. 4(a)), having a thickness hair, assuring
an adequate parasitic coupling between the two patches. As
depicted in Fig. 4, the lower patch is loaded with a varactor
diode, so acting as a phase shifter providing a continuous
phase tuning mechanism. Both patches are properly chosen
to achieve a full reflection phase control at the desired
frequency, by varying the diode capacitance within the
values-range offered by the adopted varactor model.
In this work, the unit cell is properly designed to give
a quite full phase range around 10.8 GHz, only by changing the diode capacitance Cvar from 0.2 pF up to 2 pF. The
synthesized cell (Fig. 4) consists of a lower patch
(L1 × W1 = 5.1 mm × 5.1 mm) printed on a grounded dielectric slab having h1 = 0.762 mm and r = 2.33 (i.e. Diclad870), and an upper patch (L2 × W2 = 8.5 mm × 8.5 mm)
printed on a substrate composed by a 0.762-mm-thick layer
of Diclad870, and a layer of air with a thickness hair =
0.762 mm. The resonant side of the upper patch (i.e. L2) is
designed to give the resonance at 10.8 GHz, while the
lower patch is sized to achieve a full phase tuning of the
unit cell reflection coefficient. In order to take into account
the mutual coupling effects between reflectarray elements,
the unit cell analysis is performed by adopting the infinite
array approach and assuming a normally incident plane
wave, with a y-oriented electric field component (Fig. 4).
The variable capacitive load is modeled with the equivalent

Fig. 5. Simulated reflection coefficient vs frequency for
different diode capacitance: (a) phase; (b) amplitude.

circuit reported in [33], which considers the parasitic effects due to diode package, consisting of a 0.15 pF parallel
capacitance and a 0.2 nH series inductance.
As it can be observed in Fig. 5(a), by changing the
diode capacitance Cvar from 0.2 pF up to 2 pF, a phase
variation range of about 315° is obtained at the design
frequency f0 = 10.8 GHz. Furthermore, as demonstrated by
the simulated phase curves reported in the same figure, the
element reflection phase can be almost completely tuned
also at other neighboring frequencies ranging from 9.9 up
to 11.9 GHz (f = 2 GHz, about equal to 18.4% with respect to the central operating frequency). As a matter of the
fact, each phase curve lying in this frequency span covers a
phase range greater than 300°, thus offering the capabilities
to effectively reconfigure the antenna radiation features.
Figure 5(a) also demonstrates a quite smooth reflection phase behavior against frequency, showing wideband
features with respect to the existing varactor-based reflectarray cells [28–31], [33], [35]. As a matter of the fact, the
computed phase curve bandwidth is equal to about 6% that
is 2 times greater with respect to the BW-value demonstrated in [35]. Furthermore, Figure 5(b) shows a maximum
reflection loss of about 3 dB in a neighborhood of the
working frequency f0 = 10.8 GHz.

6. Conclusions
(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. Unit cell geometry: (a) side view; (b) top view.

A detailed overview of reconfigurable reflectarrays
has been presented and discussed in this paper. Several
active reflectarray configurations have been described,
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focusing on their bandwidth performances and pointing out
the enhancements offered by some specific reflectarray
topologies. Finally, a discussion about future challenges in
the design of wideband reconfigurable reflectarrays has
been provided. At this purpose, a preliminary design of
a dual-layer varactor loaded reflectarray cell, offering improved bandwidth performance with respect to existing
varactor-based reflectarray configurations, has been illustrated. As future developments, the above cell will be
tested and exploited to design a wideband beam-scanning
reflectarray.
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